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Most important academic publications list:
1. M. Fedorowicz, Monograph titled "Supervision of the European Union financial
market", Warsaw 2013, pp. 1-520, (book written in Polish). The fundamental scientific
aim of my post-doctoral dissertation "Supervision of the European Union financial
market" is to present a comprehensive theoretical and dogmatic legal analysis of the
new EU supervision regulation known as the European System of Financial
Supervision (ESFS). The newly-established supervision structure is composed of a
macro-prudential pillar with the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) at its head,
and micro-prudential pillars endowed with supervisory authority over the banking and
payment institution market (European Banking Authority, EBA), over the capital
market and ratings agencies (European Securities and Markets Authority, ESMA), and
over the insurance market and occupational pensions schemes (European Insurance
Occupational Pensions Authority, EIOPA). Entry into force of the aforementioned
financial market supervision regulation on January 1, 2011, has brought such
significant changes to both the supervision architecture and sectoral legislation in the
EU that a new, comprehensive theoretical and practical approach is required. The
objective of the dissertation, as detailed above, was to undertake an analysis of EU
financial market supervision regulation, which constitutes a new supervisory model
created at the EU level developed on the bases of experiences of previous Lamfalussy
committees and the integrated supervision structures of EU Member States. In the
dissertation, the hypothesis is presented that the entry into force of the ESFS
regulation has brought about such significant changes in both existing EU legislation
concerning the financial market and in the theoretical approach to issues of EU
financial market supervision that grounds have been established for a reconstruction
and comprehensive analysis of a new normative dimension in the European Union's
financial market supervision architecture, as well as for an attempt at establishing a
new normative concept of EU supervision.
2. M. Fedorowicz, The new European financial supervisor, with particular reference to
banking supervision: concept, legal essence and functions", Research Bulletin of
Szczecin University 2010 nr 630, Legal Annual no 22, pp. 59-75. (paper written in
Polish)
3. M. Fedorowicz, Normative regulation aspects of European financial supervision with
particular consideration given to European banking supervision [in:] A. Dobaczewska,
E. Juchniewicz, T. Sowiński (ed.), "The system of public finances. Financial law and
the challenges of the 21st century", ed. 1, Warsaw, 2012, pp. 299-307. (paper written
in Polish)
4. M. Fedorowicz, "Regulation of supervision over financial institutions in Polish
banking law", "Economic Legislation Review" 2010, no. 10, pp. 21-26 (co-authored
by dr A. Zalcewicz) (paper written in Polish)
5. M. Fedorowicz, "Aspects of a financial institution's activity in Polish banking law",
"Economic Legislation Review" 2010, no. 9, pp. 15- 19 (co-authored by dr A.
Zalcewicz) (paper written in English)
6. M. Fedorowicz, "The concept of a 'financial institution' under European and Polish
banking law" ("Economic Legislation Review" 2010, no. 8, pp. 18-22, (co-authored by
dr A. Zalcewicz) (paper written in Polish)
7. M. Fedorowicz, "The Polish Financial Supervision Authority as an element of the
Safety Net of the financial market. The role of the Polish Financial Supervision
Authority in the new European architecture of supervision over the financial market”
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(Wrocław Review of Law, Administration & Economics; Wrocław Review of Law,
Administration & Economics, vol. 2 (2012), issue 2, University of Wroclaw 2012,
Faculty of Law, Administration and Economics 2012; ISSN 2084-1264; (co-authored
by dr A. Zalcewicz) (paper written in English)
8. M. Fedorowicz, Cooperation between European Financial Supervisory Authorities and
the Polish Financial Supervisory Authority concerning supervision of the financial
market in the EU" [in:] E. Fojcik-Mastalska, E. Rutkowska-Tomaszewska (eds.),
"Financial market supervision. Current trends and issues for discussion", Financial
Law Studies, Wrocław 2011, no. 1, pp. 31-44. (paper written in Polish)
9. M. Fedorowicz, "On the legal character of decisions of new European authorities
exercising supervision over the EU financial market", "European Judicial Review"
2011, no. 11, pp. 24-35 (co-author by dr A. Michór). (paper written in Polish)
10. M. Fedorowicz, "Regulation of financial market supervision in the EU – integration or
disintegration of crisis-fighting legal instruments", "Economics and Law" 2011, vol.
7, pp. 287-303, (paper written in Polish)
11. M. Fedorowicz, "Functions of the new European financial supervisor with a focus on
supervisory functions in the banking sector", "Public Law Quarterly" 2010, no. 4, pp.
59-79. (paper written in Polish)
12. M. Fedorowicz, "Regulatory competencies of the European Banking Authority in
respect of countering the financial crisis" [in:] J. Szambelańczyk (ed.), "Regulatory
challenges in the face of the global financial crisis", Warsaw 2011, pp. 109-127.
(paper written in Polish)
13. M. Fedorowicz, Main organizational principles of the new European financial
supervisor on the example of the European Systemic Risk Board and the European
Banking Authority", "Economic Legislation Review" 2011, no. 7, pp. 2-9, (paper
written in Polish)
14. M. Fedorowicz, Lawmaking power of the European Central Bank", "European
Studies" 2010, no. 4, pp. 139-155, (paper written in Polish)
15. M. Fedorowicz, "Powers of the Governing Council of the ECB in respect of eurozone
monetary policy", Research Bulletin of Szczecin University no. 563, "Legal Annals"
no. 21, Szczecin 2009, pp. 37-49, (paper written in Polish)
16. M. Fedorowicz, The National Bank of Poland in the process of European and
monetary integration – selected issues" [in:] J. Ciapała, A. Rost (eds.), "The
Constitution and common sense. Essays dedicated to Professor Tadeusz Smoliński",
Szczecin-Jarocin 2011, pp. 331-343 (paper written in Polish).
17. M. Fedorowicz, "Constitutional consequences of Poland's accession to the EU –
selected issues. Predicted changes in the Polish constitution of 1997 as a result of
Poland's entry into the third stage of European Monetary Union", Research Bulletin of
the "Pomerania" Higher School, "Acta Pomerania" 2009, no. 2, pp. 154-165 (paper
written in Polish).
18. M. Fedorowicz, Der Beitritt Polens zur Wirtschafts- und Währungsunion und die
Polnische Verfassung von 1997, (Poland's Accession to the European Monetary Union
and the Polish Constitution of 1997), "Eastern European Journal", Law, December
2009, nr 4, German Society for Eastern European Studies, in cooperation with the
Institute of Eastern European Law, University of Cologne, pp. 392-402 (paper written
in German).
19. M. Fedorowicz, The perspective of Poland joining the euro zone", Research Bulletin
of Szczecin University no. 483, "Legal Annals" no. 19, 2009, no. 483, pp. 93-106
(paper written in Polish).
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20. M. Fedorowicz, The procedure for imposing sanctions by the ECB on credit
institutions of euro zone EU Member States for failure to observe minimum required
reserve standards – selected issues", "European Studies" 2010, no. 2, pp. 117-134
(paper written in Polish).
21. M. Fedorowicz, "Comparison of normative framings of the new European System of
Financial Supervision and European System of Central Banks – selected issues",
"European Studies", 2011, no. 2, pp. 49-68 (paper written in Polish).
22. M. Fedorowicz, New tendencies in European banking and financial law in the context
of the crisis on the financial markets – selected issues", "Economic Legislation
Review" 2011, no. 3, pp. 2-12, (co-authored by K. Nizioł), (paper written in Polish).
23. M. Fedorowicz, The institutional position of the President of the National Bank of
Poland – selected issues" "Lubuski Studies", vol. 6, Sulechów 2010, pp. 109-126,
(paper written in Polish).
24. M. Fedorowicz, Europäische Zentralbank und Europäische Investitionsbank im Gefüge
der Europäischen Union nach dem Vertrag von Lissabon (The European Central Bank
and the European Investment Bank in the legal structure of the European Union in
light of the Lisbon Treaty), "Opole University Administrative Law Studies", 2011, no. 9.
pp. 37-50, (paper written in German).
25. M. Fedorowicz, "Financial determinations regarding the finances of the European
Union sensu largo in light of the Lisbon Treaty", Research Bulletin of the PWSZ in
Gorzów Wielkopolski (3), "Legal Sciences", Gorzów 2009, no. 1, pp. 93-112, (paper
written in Polish).
26. M. Fedorowicz, Legal and financial aspects of the exit and exclusion of an EU
Member State from the European Monetary Union", "European Studies" 2012, no. 4,
pp. 79-94, (paper written in Polish).
27. M. Fedorowicz, The financial law of Poland and the European Union" Wydawnictwo
Beck, Warsaw 2008; pp. 1-206 (co-authored with dr K. Nizioł), book written in
Polish.
28. M. Fedorowicz, Integrierte Allfinanzaufsicht in Deutschland und Polen unter besonderer
Berücksichtigung der Bankenaufsicht- eine rechtsvergleichende Analyse, (Integrated
financial market supervision in Germany and in Poland, with particular emphasis on
banking supervision – a comparative law analysis), "Opole Administrative Law
Studies", Opole University, 2010 no. 7, pp. 73-86), paper written in German.
29. M. Fedorowicz, "The process of Europeanization of Polish banking law five years
after Poland's accession to the European Union – selected issues", Warsaw, 2010, pp.
252-265, paper written in Polish.
30. M. Fedorowicz, Primary assumptions of Germany's financial market stabilization laws
of 17.10.2008", "EuroExpert" 2009, no. 1, pp. 76-82, paper written in Polish.
31. M. Fedorowicz, in: Lexicon of contemporary international issues", (eds. E. CałaWacinkiewicz, R. Podgórzańska, D. Wacinkiewicz) Wydawnictwo Beck, Warsaw,
2011, pp. 124-131, 408, 410-415, 417-418, 425-427, 578-580, 583-585, I contributed
several entries concerning financial law and EU financial market law: international
financial law, international financial systems, international financial markets,
international financial organizations, international settlements, European Union
finances sensu stricto, European Union finances sensu largo, the European Union
budget, the European System of Central Banks and the Central Bank, European
Monetary Union, harmonization of taxes in the European Union, the International
Monetary Fund, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, the Euro, the European Currency System,
the Bank for International Settlements. Paper written in Polish.
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32. M. Fedorowicz, Multiannual financial forecast of a local self-government unit in light
of the draft Public Finances Act", "Communal Finances" 2008, no. 12, pp. 5-13, coauthor K. Nizioł, paper written in Polish.
33. M. Fedorowicz, The phenomenon of interference as a consequence of the effects of
accession to the European Union on the organization and functioning of the legislature
in Poland" (EPIKEIA 2008, no. 1, Legal Studies of the Higher School of the
Humanities and Journalism in Poznań, pp. 87-107, paper written in Polish.
34. M. Fedorowicz, The subjective scope of the lawmaking competencies of EU and
Polish authorities", "EPIKEIA" 2008, no. 1, Legal Studies of the Higher School of the
Humanities and Journalism in Poznań, pp. 70-86, paper written in Polish.
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